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ALL-PARTY PARLIAMENTARY
GROUP FOR PERFORMING
ARTS EDUCATION AND
TRAINING
On 13 January 2021 the All Party-Parliamentary Group (APPG) for Performing Arts
Education and Training was established at the Houses of Parliament, Westminster, with the
Council for Dance, Drama and Musical Theatre (CDMT) acting as the Group’s secretariat and
public enquiry point. The inaugural meeting was held by Zoom at which Simon Baynes MP was
elected as Chair.
The purpose of the Group is to support parliamentarians in discussions relating to:
appropriate training, education, assessment and professional practices across the performing
arts, particularly drama, dance and musical theatre
practitioners' continuing professional development within the creative and cultural industries
wider benefits of engagement with the performing arts for students, practitioners and
audiences.

I am delighted to be elected as Chair of this new
APPG and would like to thank CDMT for its
tireless commitment and talents in making this
initiative come to life.
Simon Baynes MP
Chair of the APPG for Performing Arts
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THE SECOND MEETING OF THE GROUP
TOOK PLACE ON 23 MARCH
After some positive discussion of the press release on the Group’s launch in January,
which led to an article in The Stage, the agenda items focused on the challenges
presented by Covid-19 in regards to:
Graded examinations and practical lessons in dance, drama, music and musical
theatre
Accredited professional schools offering vocational training in dance, drama and
musical theatre.
The above were supported by two e-booklets, respectively titled Restarting the Sector
2021 and A Time of Challenge 2021, based on the further development of CDMT’s
submissions to last year’s Committee Inquiry by the Department for Digital, Culture,
Media and Sport (DDCMS) regarding the impact of Covid-19 on the sector. The meeting
led to the preparation of suitable Parliamentary Questions for use by Group members.
Please click on the images below to view each of the items.

Article in The Stage

Restarting the Sector 2021

A Time of Challenge 2021
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PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION AT THE
HOUSE OF LORDS ON 7 JUNE
On 7 June, Lord Clancarty introduced a debate at the House of Lords by questioning ‘Her
Majesty’s Government what support they intend to provide for education in arts subjects
in secondary schools’ to which responses were provided by Baroness Berridge,
Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for the School System.
Placing a spotlight on CDMT Validated awarding organisations, Lord Aberdare moved to
ask:

‘My Lords, many secondary schools can provide performing arts education only with
the support of specialist external arts teaching practitioners, particularly for dance
and drama. Many of these are linked to awarding organisations, validated by the
Council for Dance, Drama and Musical Theatre, which offer Ofqual-regulated
graded examinations.
What plans do the Government have to promote the use of such specialist
performing arts teaching by schools, thereby broadening their access to these highly
regarded qualifications? How will the education recovery plan ensure that all
schools can offer the balanced curriculum that the Government require?’
Lord Aberdare is a Vice-Chair of the APPG. We have subsequently sent a letter and report
to Baroness Berridge requesting further and deeper consideration of the points raised.
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THE APPG’S THIRD MEETING WAS HELD
ON 22 JUNE
After discussion of the recent House of Lords debate, the core agenda items, which were
supported by two CDMT papers and small group presentations by expert professionals
from the assessment and training worlds, focused on the:
Graded examinations sector and arts provision in mainstream schools and colleges
Importance of the Dance and Drama Awards scheme for the professional training
sector.
Please click on the images below to view each of the items.
Integrating primary and secondary arts education
with the work of awarding organisations offering
graded examinations in the performing arts

The Dance and Drama Awards funding scheme:
Successes and Challenges

Parliamentarians were impressed by the persuasiveness of the arguments and detail
contained within the papers, utilising the points raised in support of future advocacy
opportunities. Further, on 2 August, CDMT took part in a symposium with Arts Council
England to highlight the opportunities for better integrating primary and secondary arts
education with the work of awarding organisations offering graded examinations in the
performing arts.
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THE FOURTH MEETING OF THE GROUP
TOOK PLACE ON 14 SEPTEMBER
This built-on activities progressed to date, involving discussion of:
how to promote an extension of the music education hubs model to include networks
of teachers linked to awarding organisations offering graded examinations across all
performing arts
a statistical survey of vocational training at CDMT Accredited schools - and the
invaluable contributions made to the sustainability of the UK creative industries by
industry approved provision.
Further Parliamentary Questions were proposed and ways of communicating the APPG’s
work more broadly, such as approving this first bulletin paper for circulation.

NEXT STEPS
The APPG and CDMT continues to facilitate submissions from vocational training schools,
conservatoires and awarding organisations on current issues of vital importance to the
sector, including:
the implications of Covid-19 and EU withdrawal
government support for the UK’s provision of world-class professional training in dance,
drama and musical theatre
the needs of private teachers working across all levels of study in the performing arts,
and the opportunities for greater connectivity between statutory and private provision
ensuring that provision is accessible to learners of diverse backgrounds and that high
standards of safeguarding practices are implemented.
More broadly, young people, and their parents/guardians, require assurances that the
creative industries will continue to offer valuable career options when rebuilding the UK
economy after Covid-19.
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ABOUT CDMT
CDMT is the industry body offering quality assurance and membership services to
institutions delivering training, education and assessment in dance, drama and
musical theatre. It also works across the sector to further research on performing
arts’ teaching and learning. As background:
CDMT’s Accredited professional training schools and conservatoires have an
approximate combined:
Annual turnover of more than £90M
Student cohort on full-time vocational courses in the performing arts of 6,500
Intake of new students onto vocational courses of 2,700 annually, from 20,500
auditions
Average graduate progression to the industry of over 90%.
CDMT’s 17 Validated Awarding organisations operate in 100+ countries globally
and, pre-Covid-19, have an approximate combined:
Annual turnover of more than £175M
Annual graded examination entries* of 1.1 million in the UK and 0.75M overseas
Engagement with 80,000 teachers in the UK and 100,000 overseas.
* These figures include regulated and other provision. Ofqual-regulated graded examination certifications
in 2019 stood at 0.5M in England.

Find out more about CDMT by visiting our website or by
viewing the UK Guide to Professional Training, Education
and Assessment in the Performing Arts.
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